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Regulatory Reform in the water sector

Privatization /contracting out of water distribution

Regulation of operators

Universal service policies
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Privatization of water distribution

What is privatization of local services?

Factors explaining privatization

Economic effects

Public-private collaboration
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What is privatization?

Privatization: It implies to transfer the ownership of a firm from the 
public to the private sector. It might imply to transfer the control of the 
firm to the private sector.

Time dimension 
The government maintains the control? 
Differentiate: provision, production and funding 

Local services: Contract out the production of services that where 
provided before by local administrations.
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Privatization of water distribution in SpainPrivatization of water distribution in Spain
Type of production, 2003Type of production, 2003
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Factors explaining privatizationFactors explaining privatization
BelBel & & FagedaFageda (2007, LGS), (2007, LGS), BelBel & & FagedaFageda (2008,PC)(2008,PC)

1. Fiscal restrictions?

Moderate influence. Privatization of local services fails to 
generate revenues to local governments (difference with respect 
to the privatization of large firms).

In the water sector, large investment are necessary to expand 
the distribution networks.

Privatization can be used to justify the increase of prices 
(necessary to finance investments).
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2. Cost savings?

Cost economies in local services: scale economies (i.e solid 
waste) versus density economies (i.e water)

Business characteristics that limit competition: 

1.Large sunk investments (and other monopoly attributes)

2.Long financial recovery period

3.Uncertain future demand

Privatization increases transaction costs (monitoring costs and 
quality measurement are complex)
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3. Political interests or ideological 
motivations? 

Is it possible to obtain political benefits from the privatization 
(votes, rents)?

Local privatizations don’t create ideological conflicts. In general, 
all political parties find privatization acceptable.
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Economic effects of local privatization
BelBel & Warner  (2008, RC&R), & Warner  (2008, RC&R), MirallesMiralles (2008, GP)(2008, GP)

Differences in costs between public and private firms are modest.

More cost savings for solid waste collection than for water 
distribution 

1.Scale economies versus density economies

2. More opportunities for competition and cooperation in solid waste.

3. More transaction costs in water distribution
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Public-private collaboration

USA: Mixed production public-private.

Continental Europe: 

Some public firms are regulated by the private law 

Mixed public-private firms: In some countries public 
and private production coexist in the same jurisdiction 
(i. e. solid waste in Barcelona). Local governments 
and firms share risks and potential profits.
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Any lesson so far?

Reform…when necessary (reforms are complex and expensive)

Is the quality of the service very bad? Are the costs too high?

If yes, privatization can be one option “one among others”

Is the reform of public firms too difficult? 

If yes, privatization can be the solution: A good contract and 
a competitive tendering are necessary.

But, supervision is still necessary. Important role for regulators.
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Regulation and contract design

AlbalateAlbalate & & BelBel (2009, TR)(2009, TR)

Optimal design of Auctions

Guarantee effective competition
Avoid opportunistic behaviour at bidding
Transparency
The best (most efficient) must win.

Optimal design of Concession contracts

Offer flexibility but avoid the problems of incomplete contracts
Control
Achieve the best risk distribution

Economic Regulation after award: Rate of return, Price-Caps, 
Yardstick Competition, etc.
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Universal service obligations

The Universal Service Obligations (USO) consists of imposing to 
certain operators the supply of:

1. a basic package of services,

2. to the whole population,

3. with a minimum quality level,

4. at affordable prices.

5. uniform price (for different consumers and regions)

What services? What quality level? What is the affordable price?
Who must provide the USO? How must be financed?

BelBel & & CalzadaCalzada (2009, JITE), (2009, JITE), CalzadaCalzada (2009, IEP(2009, IEP))
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Access to Water and Sanitation in Central AmericaAccess to Water and Sanitation in Central America

2006 2006 MilleniumMillenium Development Goals Assessment ReportDevelopment Goals Assessment Report
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Access to Water and Sanitation in South AmericaAccess to Water and Sanitation in South America

2006 2006 MilleniumMillenium Development Goals Assessment ReportDevelopment Goals Assessment Report
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Justifications of the USO

The USO can be the result of several policies:

1. Efficiency: takes into account the network externalities

2. Equity:  redistributes rents

3. Social Objectives: increases the cohesion of the country

4. Regional policy: promotes the development of some regions

5. Lobby activity: the USO generate votes
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Mechanisms to finance the USO

Monopoly: 

Cross-subsidies: traditional mechanism

Transfers from the regulator to the regulated firm (general 
budget). 

Liberalized market: 

USO is not compensated

Reserved area: create monopolies.

USO Fund. Profitable operators contribute to the fund.


